
Harrods enters the limited-edition sneaker
market welcoming The Edit LDN

The partnership through Kurt Geiger, who manage the footwear
concessions, will offer greater choice and accessibility for
Harrods shoppers as The Edit LDN expands its proposition.

NEWS RELEASE BY STOCKWOOD STRATEGY

The UK’s leading online store for limited edition sneakers and high-end streetwear The

Edit LDN, today announced the opening of its first ever UK boutique store in Harrods, one

of London’s most famous department stores. Harrods visitors will be able to see,

experience and buy the latest limited-edition sneakers from The Edit LDN.

Already popular with royalty, celebrities and footballers, The Edit LDN is a leading online

destination that sells the hottest and hardest to get sneakers and streetwear from brands

including Yeezy, Jordan, Off-White and collaborations through to Supreme, among others

to a wide community of fashionistas, collectors and investors. Just as premium sites like

Farfetch address the fashion world, The Edit LDN showcases the latest sneakers and

high-end streetwear. They connect premium resellers with a highly engaged, price

agnostic and eager audience.
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Moses Rashid, Founder and CEO of The Edit LDN commented: “We want to expand and

increase accessibility for people who want to own limited edition sneakers around the

world. Being the first sneaker reseller in Harrods is a proud and milestone moment for the

company and its great to see such a global mega brand engaging with the sneaker

market, moreover, that we're the catalyst to make that happen. Harrods offers an amazing

customer journey to their global customer base and this aligns completely with our

approach, to offer the best in class service. In 18 months, we have expanded our

community of buyers from avid sneaker fans to TV and film celebrities as well as

professional footballers and royal families around the world. Opening in Harrods is a

logical next step as we bring our unique proposition to their customer base”.

The Edit LDN has established itself as a trusted source of authenticated and high quality

new and pre-loved streetwear and sneakers. Their unabating focus on speed (to deliver

purchased goods), customer service engagement and ensuring all goods are

authenticated has been testament to the growth of the platform and community.

Simon Longland, Head of Menswear at Harrods commented: “Over the past three years,

menswear at Harrods has undertaken a huge transformation, that has been visible

through our brand curation as well as the physical shop floor. Our goal has been to

transform the menswear experience at Harrods and embrace the most important and



desirable trends on the market, and the launch of The Edit LDN continues that strategy.

Bringing The Edit LDN’s industry expertise to Harrods ensures that our customers have

access to the latest and most exclusive styles on the market through a service level

which is unmistakably Harrods.”

Helen David, Chief Merchant at Kurt Geiger added: “We’ve been at the forefront of

embracing the latest trends serving a wide and diverse range of customers. What used to

be considered sportswear is now considered luxury, and the shoes that are the most

wanted and the hottest tickets are now sneakers. Without this as part of our matrix at

Harrods, we wouldn’t have a proper 360 luxury offer. Hosting The Edit LDN at Harrods is

testament to our commitment of meeting our customer needs with the market-leader in

the premium sneaker business. Our shared objective with The Edit LDN is to ensure that

Harrods’ customers have access to the latest and best on the market to meet their

lifestyle needs.”

Looking ahead, Moses said: “This is a marketplace worth $6b a year globally and will

grow 5x by 2030. The demand for sneakers is growing every day and we are at the heart

of servicing this trend. It’s been a remarkable 18 months since we launched to now

opening in Harrods, the world’s most iconic department store. We are in hyper growth
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and headed in the right trajectory as we scale the business globally. Our on-going

funding round will enable us to move faster and achieve our goals“.

 

About The Edit LDN

Founded in 2020, The Edit LDN has quickly become the UK’s leading online consignment

store for limited edition sneakers and high end streetwear, both new and pre-loved items.

Their innovative platform connects premium resellers to a global audience offering a

deluxe experience from discovery, packaging and delivery.

 

Brands include Jordan, Yeezy, Louis Vuitton, Dior, Off-White, Supreme, Fear of God among

others. The platform is fast becoming synonymous with speed of service, authenticity,

diverse selection of secure payment methods, and first class customer service.

 

The Edit LDN is the leading destination for resellers and their premium sneakers and

streetwear. Through partnerships with styling services such as Thread.com and various

concierge companies, The Edit LDN has a community of buyers celebrities to

professional footballers and royal families around the world.

 

Further information visit: www.theeditldn.com. You are welcome to follow us on LinkedIn,

Facebook or Instagram

 

About Harrods

Harrods began as a wholesale grocer and tea merchant in east London, first opening its

doors in 1834. Since then, it has grown to become the world’s most famous department

store, known for its unrivalled range of luxury merchandise. As well as exclusive brands

and myriad departments, one of Harrods’ most renowned attributes is its unparalleled

service. Harrods continues to be guided by its philosophy of “anything is possible” and, to

this day, our customers remain at the heart of everything we do. Harrods.com

 

About Kurt Geiger



Kurt Geiger is a premium footwear brand operating across the UK. It first opened its

doors on Bond Street in 1963. Kurt Geiger's own brands for women, men and children

include Kurt Geiger London, KG, Carvela and Miss KG. Kurt Geiger has operated the

Harrods and Selfridges footwear departments for the past 25 years. This unique

positioning sets Kurt Geiger apart as a distinctive and unparalleled multi-channel

business selling third-party and owned brands through department store concessions.

The brand has over 80 stores worldwide, kurtgeiger.com, as well as e-commerce

concession sites and wholesale partners. Selling over four million pairs of shoes a year

this makes Kurt Geiger the largest luxury footwear retailer in Europe.
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